Special Issue -ICFDA 2018
This is a special journal's issue containing selected papers from The Conference will cover the following topics: -Mathematical Analysis and Applications -measures and integration, potential theory, functional analysis, Fourier analysis, approximations, special functions and integral transforms; -Differential Equations -ODE, PDE, integral equations, dynamical systems; -Differential Geometry -tensor analysis, differential topology, Lie groups, complex manifolds; -Operations Research, Economics, Programming -stability, numerical methods, finance, mathematical modeling; -Numerical Methods and Mathematical Modeling; -Statistics, Probability theory -branching processes, reliability, queueing theory, industrial statistics; -Software Innovations in Scientific Computing -algebraic structures in informatics, discrete structures; -E-learning.
The above topics can be precised and complemented by announcing and organizing special sessions.
Currently Announced Special Sessions: -"Fractional Calculus, Special Functions and Applications", organized by Prof. Virginia Kiryakova, IMI -BAS and Prof. Jordanka Paneva-Konovska, FAMI -TU Sofia.
-"Partial Differential Equations and Applications", organized by Prof. Nedyu Popivanov, Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics -University of Sofia.
Contact with Organizers, e-mail: amee@tu-sofia.bg
We specially invite colleagues devoted to Fractional Calculus, Special Functions, Integral Transforms and their Applications to visit this charming place, attend the conference and take part in our Special Session -please contact us via V. Kiryakova, e-mail: virginia@diogenes.bg This book collects interrelated lectures on fractal dynamics, anomalous transport and various historical and modern aspects of plasma sciences and technology.
The origins of plasma science in connection to electricity and electric charges and devices leading to arc plasma are explored in the first contribution by Jean-Marc Ginoux and Thomas Cuff. The second important historic connection with plasmas was magnetism and the magnetron. Victor J. Law and Denis P. Dowling, in the second contribution, review the history of the magnetron based on the development of thermionic diode valves and related devices. In the third chapter, Christos H Skiadas and Charilaos Skiadas present and apply diffusion theory and solution strategies to a number of stochastic processes of interest. Anomalous diffusion by the fractional Fokker-Planck equation and Lévy stable processes are studied by Johan Anderson and Sara Moradi in the fourth contribution. They consider the motion of charged particles in a 3-dimensional magnetic field in the presence of linear friction and of a stochastic electric field. Analysis of lowfrequency instabilities in a low-temperature magnetized plasma is presented by Dan-Gheorghe Dimitriu, Maricel Agop in the fifth chapter. The authors refer to experimental results of the Innsbruck Q-machine and provide an analytical formulation of the related theory. In chapter six, Stefan Irimiciuc, Dan-Gheorghe Dimitriu, Maricel Agop propose a theoretical model to explain the dynamics of charged particles in a plasma discharge with a strong flux of electrons from one plasma structure to another. The theory and applications of fractional derivatives in many-particle disordered large systems are explored by Z.Z. Alisultanov, A.M. Agalarov, A.A. Potapov, G.B. Ragimkhanov. In chapter eight, Maricel Agop, Alina Gavrilut¸and Gabriel Crumpei explore the motion of physical systems that take place on continuous but non-differentiable curves (fractal curves). Finally in the last chapter S.L. Cherkas and V.L. Kalashnikov consider the perturbations of a plasma consisting of photons, baryons, and electrons in a linearly expanding (Milne-like) universe taking into account the metric tensor and vacuum perturbations.
The Contents is available at: https://www.springer.com/cn/book/9783030044824. https://www.degruyter.com/view/product/497027. The first volume collects authoritative chapters covering the mathematical theory of fractional calculus, including fractional-order operators, integral transforms and equations, special functions, calculus of variations, and probabilistic and other aspects.
